ternoon April 22 from 3 to 6 o'clock.
The tea tables were covered with
lace cloths, centred with large bouquets of spring flowers in silver
bowls. Lighted white tapers i.iJ. silver candelabra added to the effectiveness of the table£..
The guests were received by Mrs.
A. G. Jacobi, wife of the pastor of
the church, Mrs. C. S. Roberts, wife
of the president of the college board,
and Professors H. M. Haug and
Louise Twietmeyer of the college
faculty.
Those who poured tea during the
afternoon were: Mrs. Harold Creager, Mrs. Carl Klinck, Mrs. Geoffrey
Jeffries, Mrs. James Rikard, Mrs.
B. Mabel Dunham, and Mrs. C.
Little.
The co-eds of the college looked
after the many guests under the
convenership of Miss Sally Schmidt,
the general convener of the party.
Miss Elva Wildfang and Miss Betty
Smith received generous donations
toward the Games Fund from the
numerous guests.
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Did you know that it is definitely
bad etiquette for a left-handed person to stir coffee with his left hand?
Did you know that milk bottle
babies attend college? Did you know
that an old maid is of more use on
a farm than a wheel-barrow? These
and many more questions were answered at the semi-annual meeting
of the Athenaeum held on Thursday,
April .27. After the business meeting
was over, there was a short entertainment program sponsored by Henry Nuhn and Elva Wildfong.
Did you know that Baetz is still
a baby? Of course you did. It was
proven beyond a doubt when he
won the "Milk-Bottle Baby Contest"
although it seemed that Freddy Neudoerffer, Sally Schmidt and Helen
Nairns hadn't altogether forgotten
that childhood custom. Congratulations, "Baby" Baetz!
The main feature of the evening
was the Quiz Contest, conducted by
Professor Jack "Quiz" --Harper. The
winner of the evening with the high
score of seven hundred out of a
possible eight hundred, was none
other than Professor James Rikard.
(By the way, a left-handed person
stirs coffee, not with his left hand,
but with a spoon.)
The fact that an old maid is more
useful on a farm than a wheelbarrow was eagerly contested by Jack
Blinkhorn and Florence Wilkinson
on the one side, and by Wilton Ernst
and Claire Pope on the other. The
decision was given to the old maid
in spite of the fact that one of the
judges preferred the wheelbarrow.
May we quote you, Mr. Alles?
The program was completed by a
short sing-song concluding with the
Waterloo College Song, Refreshments were then served.
One might truly say that "a good
time was had by all."
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COLLEGE TORN BY "FROSH" REVOLT
COL. BALLANTYNE

PASSIVE RESISTANCE
STIRS SOPHOMORE ANGER

SPEAKS AT ATHENAEUM
On the evening of Thursday, October 12 Colonel Ballantyne, commanding officer of the KitchenerWaterloo regiment of the Scots Fusiliers of Canada, delivered an interesting address before Waterloo College Athenaeum Society.
The purpose behind Colonel Ballantyne's interesting and instructive
talk was to inform the young men
of the College about a Non-Commissioned Officers' training course soon
to be inaugurated at the Kitchener
Armories.
The course is open to men from
eighteen to thirty-five, five feet seven
or more in height and having had
at least two years of high school education. He pointed out the great need
for young men of the better type to
serve as N.C.O.'s, as this division of
the officers is in need of many more
men. Here, he said, would be one of
the best ways of serving the country.
No time would be lost in studies and
there would be lots of room for future advancement. For those interested, he described the set-up of an
infantry battalion with its six platoons. He particularly explained the
divisions in which fighting would be
different in this war from the last.
Those interested in any certain
branch of the Infantry Battalion
would have an opportunity to enter
this branch. At this point, he answered questions from the students.
Concluding his talk, Colonel Ballantyne pointed out that the army
was no longer a place for "black
sheep." T~day, the better type of
men serve m the army, for they must
be strapping, physically fit young

by Melvin King
"Cord" Staff Writer
Everyone knows by now that the
"frosh" of the College went on strike.
The Kitchener Record even featured
it, (rather inaccurately), Wednesday
and Thursday nights of initiation
week. We Freshmen still think it was
a success. Here is about how much
we wore our outfits. Monday afternoon and night, Tuesday until Physical Education at four o'clock, Wednesday not at all, and Thursday and
Friday from about ten till two,
which adds up to about a third of
a week. Not bad!
Everybody has his theory as toThe picture above is familiar to most of you who read the
why this revolt came about. Some
"Cord."
.
.
say the frosh garb was too sillyr
We, who are producmg the College Paper this year, could others say th a t no a ttemp t was rnad e·
think of no more fitting picture to place in the position of honour to dress up two freshman day stud-·
than that of our beloved school.
ents, Eby and Koehler before ThursTo all of us this stately red-brick building with its pictur- day, others point out that the fresliesque ivy-covered front and its turreted entrances means a great man class is larger in every way than
the Sophomore class. These all had
deal more than just somewhere to work for a Bachelor of Arts a bit to do with it but none of them
degree. Everything about Waterloo College- it romantic setting is the real reason. We went on strike
on the verge of wooded, rolling country - its architectural beau- because we wanted to see what the
t y - its ever-open doors- has come to mean for us more than school would do about it. We found
out!
can be translated into spoken or written phrases.
On Wednesday night, an observJust as we who are now attending Waterloo College feel Iant freshman might have, and did,
our hearts beating with an honest joy upon seeing a picture of our notice four or five upper classmen
academic home, so we feel certain, will it be with those of you hanging around in the school after
basketball. However, we had escapwho were once with us and are still of us.
ed for so long that we went to bed
.
.
As we look upon this reproductiOn of a scene familiar and all unsuspecting. About 2.00 a.m., we
dear to all of us who love our Alma Mater, may we all repeat were gently wakened, carried upstairs, one of us at a time, and carethe pledge that:
fully dropped in a tub of lukewarm
"Never shall we bring thy name dishonour- Waterloo."
water. Then we climbed from the
tub and the upper classmen clusterwho has moved up to the status of ed about solicitously, advising us to
Assistant Professor of German at our be sure and not catch cold and so on,
own Alma Mater of Western On- and would we mind wearing our
tario.
uniforms to-morrow. Minke even
Wilfred Schweitzer of '28, formerSomehow or other another sumlent me a pair of dry pyjamas. The
mer has passed, and, as we move a llY teacher at Chesley is now car- whole business was conducted in
little closer to the enviable rank of lrying on the same honourable pro- such a gentle, dignified manner that
'alumnus', we feel rather proud of fession at Timmins.
we felt almost honoured to be tubthe achievements of our standing
Hubert Casselmann '31, another bed by such fine gentlemen. Jack
alumni.
teacher 'grad' of ours - you re- Blinkhorn's statement to the Record
They are right up to date, too, with
Continued on page four
that "some of the freshmen fought
Earl Clare Shelley of '28 a Captain
so furiously against overwhelming
CONTENTS
in the Perth Regiment - Boys, they
odds, as to get their pyjamas off,'' is
say he is a recruiting officer! - and Editorial ................................. ............... 2 perhaps a bit extravagant. So far as
Wilfred W. Bean of '34 a Pilot Officer Staff .............................. ...................... ...... 2 I know, none of us put up the least
in the 119th Bomber Squadron, Ham- Literaria ................................................ 3 resistance, not because of these "ovOngy Sez .................................. ............ 4
ilton.
erwhelming odds" but because we
News of a more peaceful nature College Capers .... .... .. .. ... ..... .... ... ...... . 5 were not really awake until we got
Gleanings
..............................................
6
comes from Herbert K. Kalbfleisch
Continued on page eight
Sports .................................................... 7
of '28, M.A. New York University '30,

ALMA MATER
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plete our studies and still have some
good practical training so that we
will be ready when the call comes.
After the close of the meeting, the
boys and younger professors gathered around Colonel Ballantyne for
an informal discussion about all the
branches of service to the country.
Here, even more practical information was given out and many individual problems were straightened
out.
SATURA
Any Professor:
"I hate him, for he never prophesied good unto me, but always evil."
- Chronicle, XVIII.
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EDITORIAL
So here's "Cord" number one for 1939-40.
Your surprise at finally receiving our October issue is equalled only by that of the editor at actually seeing it come off the
press. This unwelcome delay was occasioned by the vast amount
of organization work that had to be done in preparation for the
initial issue.
Now, however, that the production machinery is in working
order we can promise you that the Cord will appear on or about
the fifteenth of every subsequent month to the number of eight
issues.
With the assistance of our fine staff we propose to turn out
a publication that will in every way do justice to the institution for
which it speaks.
The obligation of producing a newspaper of high journalistic,
literary, and artistic calibre is shared by everyone in Waterloo
College; and we feel that it requires only an honest realization of
this circumstance to assure us a plentiful supply of first-rate
material for future publications.

It is our traditional and happy duty to extend a welcome to
the Frosh through the medium of our editorial column.
Unfortunately, the present editor lacks the literary virtuosity
necessary to greet you in the time-honoured rhetorical phrases
that have been so often and effectively employed hitherto.
We can only tell you that you have come to a grand institution-that we are pleased to have you with us-and that we trust
our mutual pleasure in each other's acquaintance will increase
and multiply with each succeeding day spent in one another's
company.

Certainly no Canadian college student can have completely
escaped the impact of the present war in Europe. To the normal
burden imposed upon him by scholastic and extra-curricular activities there has been added a deep and immediate concern for
the ultimate fate of his empire, his country, and his culture.
That repose of mind, so necessary to the high degree of concentration required in order to deal successfully with academic
work-that buoyancy of spirit which has universally characterized the college student is, in a large measure, no longer his.
Despite this psychological disadvantage the Canadian college
student must realize that, just now, the surest way in which he
can advance the interests of continued freedom and happiness for
his fellow-countrymen is to carry on his work as composedly and
efficiently as possible-at the same time bearing in his heart a
loyalty and a will to prevail which may, if need arise, be instantly
translated into positive action.

University

of Western Ontario

A MESSAGE FROM THE
"LITERARIA" EDITOR

I

This year it has been my priv'
ege, a newcomer in the school, t
have been appointed editor of a ne
feature in the school paper.
I speak, of course, of the Literar
section of the Cord.
My duties are to take care of th
printing of contributions of a lite1
ary nature such as stories, essa
and poetry.
It will be impossible to maintai
this section, unless a sufficient nurn

London, Canada
ARTS

MEDICINE

PUBLIC HEALTH

WATERLOO COLLEGE IS AFFILIATED

DEGREES GRANTED: B.A., B.Sc., LL.B., M.A., M.Sc.,
D.P.H. (Diploma) and Certificates C.P.H.N., C.H.A., and
C.I.N.
In addition to the usual General and Honour Arts
Courses offered at most universities attention is called to
the following specialties:
1. BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION COURSE: A five-year
Honour Course containing at least three years of special
training in economics and business. This course is open to
men only. Special provision is made for graduates of any
university in other than Business Courses.
2. SECRETAJ3IAL SCIENCE COURSE: Not more than
fifteen registrations are permitted in the second year. An
attractive and interesting course for young women who
desire to procure a B.A. degree and at the same time prepare themselves for positions as private secretaries, etc.
3. COMMERCIAL SPECIALISTS COURSE: For Secondary School teaching.
4. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE COURSE FOR NURSES:
Length of course--five calendar years--one and one-half
years in the Faculty of Arts, thirty-two continuous months
in a Training School for Nurses. The final year is spent in
the Faculty of Public Health.
5. A PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING COURSE of one year
is offered to graduate nurses.
6 SIX-YEAR COURSE IN MEDICINE: For entrance to
this course Pass Junior Matriculation and Honour Matriculation in English, Mathematics, Physics and French are required. The attractive features of the Medical Course are
tlole clinical facilities provided, the personal attention given
to students and the thorough preparation for medical practice. The records made by graduates in the Council Examinations and in their professional careers in after years
should satisfy the most exacting requirements of the medical profession.

For further particulars with reference to matriculation
standards, courses of study, scholarships, etc., write:K. P. R. NEVILLE, Ph.D., Repstrar.

I'd rather see a serm01
I'd rather one should
show the way.
The eye's a better pu
the ear;

Fine counsel is confuJ
clear;
And the best of all the
live their creeds,

For to see the good in
needs.

I can soon learn how t
it done.

I can watch your handJ
too fast may run.

And the lectures you dt
true;

But I'd rather get my le
do.

For I may misundersta
you give,
But there's no misund
how you live.
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-By JEAN KRAMP
ber of contributions are forthcoming every month .. ·As literary editor,
therefore, I certainly hope that all
of you within the College who have
any talent for writing will show
your willingness to support your
paper, and your confidence in your
own artistic ability by proviClin'g the
Literaria with an abundance · of lit~

sar, having refused to beware said
Ides, paid for his ,optimism with his
life.
Noah, the earliest sailor or whom
This year it has been my privilthe Bible speaks, heeded a friendly
ege, a newcomer in the school, to
bit of advice regarding an impendhave been appointed editor of a new
ing deluge and, in consequence livfeature in the school paper.
ed to do some one-way mountaineerI speak, of course, of the Literaria
ing and to assist in re -peopling the
section of the Cord.
earth.
My duties are to take care of the 1 erary material.
One inclined to hastiness in conprinting of contributions of a literelusion would doubtless remark that
FLY-PAPER
ary nature such as stories, essays
this arrangement whereby Caesar
was punished for his unbelief and
and poetry.
A certain soothsayer is reported
It will be impossible to maintain to have warned Julius Caesar to Noah rewarded for his faith was
this section, u n less a sufficient num- beware the Ides of March. Mr. Cae- equitable in every degree. Since this
same hastiness in conclusion is a
failing with most of us, it would be
safe to assert that many millions of
people are completely satisfied with
this obvious explanation of what is
really a very nice ethical problem.
But a dissenting voice is suddenly
heard to declare stoutly that there
is a fly in the metaphysical ointment
- or, rather, that there was a fly
(really two, I suppose) in the Ark.
I'd rather see a sermon than hear one any· day,
Why, continues the iconoclast in
I
that sneering tone of voice so much
I'd rather one should walk with me than merely
favoured by his ilk - why didn't
show the way.
Noah seize upon the immense tacThe eye's a better pupil and more willing than
tical advantage conferred upon him
the ear;
by a few miserable cubic cubits of
elbow-room to corner and kill this
Fine counsel is confusing, but example's always
winged affliction?
clear;
Well, between you and we and,
perhaps, the iconoclast (in which
And the best of all the preachers are the men who
live their creeds,
case it would be ".a mong") the correct answer probably lies somewhere
For to see the good in action is what everybody
betwee~ Noah's friendship for (not
needs.
to say intimacy with) insects and
that disinclination to physical exerI can soon learn how to do it if you'll let me see
tion which many of his progeny have
it done.
been but indifferently successful in
I can watch your hands in action, but your tongue
combatting.
too fast may run.
I did not, however, set out to belittle the man who:
And the lectures you deliver may be very wise and
"Alone on a wide, wide sea" .. . .
true;
w ithout benefit of compass, wireless,
But I'd rather get my lesson by observing what you
or a chie f engineer of Scottish exdo.
t r action, made the world safe for
de m ocracy.
For I m ay misunderstand you and the high advice
A s the title suggests, the subject of
y ou give,
this digression (or is it .d issertation ?)
is fly -paper and to t his subject I proB ut there's no misunderstanding how y ou act and
pose to adhere (sorry ) .
ho w :JWU live.
As a result of Noah's latter FloodCentury laxness in the matter of the
fly, all mankind has now to beware
the advent of autumn. For, it is only
after September fifteenth that the
highly mobile housefly hordes swing
into really effective punitive action.
But man, who is also "sapiens," did
not make his way in the world by
dint of evading issues. So now, after
having first invented wall-paper for
walls, newspaper for propaganda
and writing paper for everybody,
the earth's two-legged master finalThe Preferable Funeral Service.
ly emerges from his laboratory armed with fly-paper for flies.
No other lethal weapon which the
A MESSAGE FROM THE
"LITERARIA" EDITOR
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with reference to matriculation
scholarships, etc., write:NEVILLE, Ph.D., Registrar.
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human race has brought to bear up'on this persistent and annoying enemy is nearly so- silent in operation
and gratifying in results as is the
gummed strip of "tanglefoot." Only
the fly-paper can afford harassed
humanity the sadistic pleasure ot
hearing an entangled enemy unit
set up a desperate buzzing in a perfectly futile effort to escape a certain
doom. Only the fly-paper can give,
in 't he "corpus delecti" of those it
has wooed to doom, indisputable evidence of a quiet, masterly efficiency
which the fly sw;:l.tter or the spraygun do not possess.
Not only does fly-paper serve a
splendid practical purpose - it does
much more than this. It teaches man
that flies are essentially stupid.
·F or some years now flies have
b een regularly hatched, nourished,
and fatally entangled in fly-paper.
Yet the housefly, as a biological
group, seems to have done little
about this lamentable state of affair s. One is therefore forced to conelude that flies either:
a ) Keep no historical records
b) Do not take them seriously, if
they do.
"Yes," I thought compJacently as
I watched some two dozen flies bog
themselves down in rapid succession, "flies certainly are dumb" and
suddenly my thoughts were with
those of my own generation, paying
with their hearts for having neglected the lessons of history.
The glorious inventor of fly-paper
is yet more puny than the feeble insect multitudes that daily fall victim
to his ingenuity.

AUSTRIAN EPIGRAM
This land where once hale freedom
quaffed,
Has lost its bung! How sad!
And all too quick the call for beer
Becomes a cry for lead!
Vch.
In the struggle between those
seeking p ower t here is n o middle
course.-Ta citus.
It is not enough that poetr y is
agreeable it should also b e interesting.- H orace.

T he wicked fi nd it easier to unite
'f or war than for concord in peace.
-Tacitus.
I know the nature of women.
When you will, they will not; when
you will not, they come of their own
accord.-Terence.
To live long it is necessary to live
slowly .-Cicero.
He who does not become handsome before twenty years of age,
strong before thirty, wise before forty, rich before fifty, on such a man
hops and malt are lost-German
Proverb.
When a woman thinks by l:;terself
she thinks of mischief.-Latin Proverb.

----
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It is not goodness to be better than
the very worst.-sineca.

Special to College Cord
Der Furor Adolf Hitler today addressed the fifth consecutive lineup
of the Reich Stags, at Mrs. Twig's
Home for the Deaf and Dumb in
Berlin. The members of the cabinet
arrived from concentration camps
Nos. 2b and lOx, where for the past
years they have been busily engaged
in experimenting with a new bleaching process in connection with Germany's famed black bread, and from
carving T-bone steaks in wood to
fool the blind completely.
Amid a thunderous ovation, as a
few long-range howitzer shells arrived from the Maginot Line in
France, Hair Hitler spoke in clear
tones from his triple-strength bombproof shelter "a mile closer to
Hades." He told the group that he
had just triumphantly returned
from leading his very own sanitary
corps to victory over the recently
wrecked sewage system in Warsaw.
Hitler spoke of new terrible atro·
cities cropping up against Germany
frem all over. Just today, he stated,
word had arrived that the low-down
British had resorted to the dirty
tactics of arming their merchant
ships. "It's not cricket," bellowed the
people's choice.
One of the deputy members, Willie Heinkelfritz, a confirmed marijuana smoker from the suburb of
Goebbellvile, a turkey centre, meekly enquired as to whether or not the
Bremen had yet been located. This
caused a slight commotion in the
meeting, and Der Phoeeyer Hitler
promised a re-election in Goebellvile just as soon as Comrade Heinkelfritz's funeral arrangements had
been completed. Hare Hitler then
listed his three-point peace proposal demands, to wit:
1. Return to Germany of Baffinland, which the leader claimed the
German emperor Count Meout had
rightfully won for Germany during
the Ice Age, around 1910 before
electric refrigerators came in. Hitler
also listed atrocities against the
German Eskimos, and said that twice
during a recent fishing trip Comrade
Byskahoepfhs had gotten bites from
French seals.
2. Absolute control of the Atlantic.
This demand, stated Hitler, had
nothing to do with finding the Bremen.
3. Return of the Netherlands,
Turkey, Flash Gordon, Albania, Hedy
Lamarr, Moby Dick and his gang,
and the Chino-Japanese war. Also
certain propaganda distributors.
Said Hitler, "It isn't the propagan-

They make a desert and call it
peace.-Tacitus.

WHITE STAR
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The most marked difference between college and collegiate are that
everyone is congenial, and no one
seems to be expecting us to do any
work. Personally I miss the hounding, but it's terribly nice to have
everybody beaming at everyone
else.
Initiation's over-thank heaven,
although we really didn't fare as
badly as we might have. But it was
most harassing to run in and out of
stores, praying that the Sophs
wouldn't see us without our deglamourization, and praying, when
we did have it on, that we wouldn't
meet anyone on whom we were trying to make an impression.
And that session with our intelli-gence! Honestly, at the half-way
mark I was dizzy, so I can imagine
what a neat job I did on the last
math. list. Whoa. The Quiz was bad
enough-but the real test is to see
how many will be brave enough to
nquire after the results.
We like the Art-meeting. I mean
the part which our more learned
friends presented. There are a nice
bunch of organizations--everyone
ought to be able to place himself
somewhere.
But dragging us-the poor defenceless Frosh-up before your
critical eyes; well you ought to be
ashamed of yourselves. But thenconsidering that you believed the
things we told you: it wasn't so bad.
But Elmira!-my foot!!
Our Weekly Peeve: The flies. Up
here they're so fearless that if you
hold a spray-gun at one, it'd probably sing "Shoot the Liquor to Me,
John."

Barber Shop

W. H. E. Schmalz
ARCHITJ:CT

E. MARTZ, Prop.
CO\.lrt.eous Service-Sanitary
Metho<U
Opp. Post Oftlee, Waterloo

CORD

da we mind, it's the unsightly mess
it makes. By a coincidence we have
no vehicles to clean it up with." It
is understood that all available garbage wagons are at present engaged in distributing the Whopper of
the Week Club's prize pamphlet
"The Overthrow of England, or Defense Against Hand Grenades."
Signed, NEV.

ALUMNI NOTES
Continued from page one

member he is the husband of Audrey
Froats '34-is now at Sydenham.
Once again Rev. Emil A. Gomann
is in the limelight. We feel a little
discouraged when we read the list
of his degrees, just look at them B.A. Waterloo '32, B.D. Chicago Seminary '33. S.T.M. Chicago Seminary
'34, M.A. Toronto '36, S.T.D. Chicago
'39. We are not surprised to hear
that he has moved to Saskatoon to
teach enthusiastic seminarians Hebrew.
Betty Spohn '32 has spent another
summer globe-trotting.
Bermuda
this time. No doubt it was more
peaceful than Europe.
Rudy Aksim '35 managed to get a
degree in Business Administration
at Western and is now doing postgraduate work in Political Science
at Toronto.
Art Little '35 has safely returned
from Germany before they had time
to starve or drown him. Have you
seen how vigorously he can still
play horseshoes?
Ruth Johnston '36 spent a very

The William Hogg
Coal Co. Ltd.
Enabl'-hed Over 4f

Ynr~

KITCHENER- WATERLOO
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Bedford Drug Store
First Aid Supplies
Light Lunches
PRESCRIPTIONS
Opp. Post: Office - Phone 131
WATERLOO

E. J. Dunbrook
Manufacturer's Agent and Jobber
Men's Shoes
Room 603 (Sixth Floor)
Mayfair Hotel, Kitchener

FRANK'S
Jewellery Store and
Optical Parlor
M. S. MUNN, Optometrist
Eyes Examined -Glasses Fitted
Waterloo
Phone 58

Continued on page eight

Hotel Waterloo

True hope is swift and flies with
swallows' wings
Kings it makes Gods, and meaner
creatures kings.-Shakespeare.

Rooms with private showers
and baths
Cor. King and Erb. Sts.
WATERLOO, Ont.

There is no praise in being upright,
where no one can, or tries to, corrupt you.-Cicero.
That possession which we gain by
the sword is not lasting; gratitude
for benefits is etemal.-Q. Rufus.
This shall be thy word: to improve
conditions of peace, to spare the
lowly, and to overthrow the proud.
-Virgil.

Miller's Taxi
and Service Station
Five Heated Cars
24 Hour Service
Phone 220
King St. at William
Waterloo

Use

Dime A Foot Lunch

Kitchener Tri-Pure Ice

Specialty
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you have read the rest,
Now read the best.
No, we are not conceited, but we
merely wish to show you that Waterloo's co-eds really do form the
better half of the college enrolment,
and that without them, well there
just wouldn't be a College Cord.
Maybe we are suffering from a superiority complex, but we certainly
can accomplish things here, and
through this co-eds' column we propose to tell you of them.
At Waterloo College, we have four
classes of co-eds, and to help you
understand them better, we will tell
you a bit about them.
Frosh: They don't know that they
don't know everything.
Sophs: They know that they don't
know everything.
Juniors: They think that they
know everything.
Seniors: They know that they
know everything.
(P.S.: This classification applies to
the eds as well).
The regular social activities of
the co-eds' circle were heralded by
an afternoon tea held Thursday,
Sept. 21, under the convenership of
Ilse Aksim, Nora Eagar, Luella
Preuss, and Ilse Mosig, and in compliment to the freshettes of '39-'40.
The girls' common room provided
the setting for the event and, from
all appearances, everybody's social
smoothness was well under control
by the time the tea was over. The
freshettes certainly appreciated the
kind consideration shown them by
the hostesses who "broke the ice"
and helped them become acquainted
with their associate co-eds.
The senior co-eds revived a Waterloo tradition when they entertained their fellow co-eds at a supper party in honor of the freshettes.
The "quasi"-banquet was held in
the reading room of the College, and
the special guests for the occasion
were Mrs. Clausen, Miss Haug and
Miss Twietmeyer. Following the
supper the co-eds were invited to
Ilse Aksim's home where the re-
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You have read the rest,
Now read the best.
No, we are not conceited, but we
merely wish to show you that Waterloo's co-eds really do form the
better half of the college enrolment,
and that without them, well there
just wouldn't be a College Cord.
Maybe we are suffering from a superiority complex, but we certainly
can accomplish things here, and
through this co-eds' column we propose to tell you of them.
At Waterloo College, we have four
classes of co-eds, and to help you
understand them better, we will tell
you a bit about them.
Frosh: They don't know that they
don't know everything.
Sophs: They know that they don't
know everything.
Juniors: They think that they
know everything.
Seniors: They know that they
know everything.
(P.S.: This classification applies to
the eds as well).
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The regular social activities of
the co-eds' circle were heralded by
an afternoon tea held Thursday,
Sept. 21, under the convenership of
lise Aksim, Nora Eagar, Luella
Preuss, and lise Mosig, and in comp!iment to the freshettes of '39-'40.
The girls' common room provided
the setting for the event and, from
all appearances, everybody's social
smoothness was well under control
by the time the tea was over. The
freshettes certainly appreciated the
kind consideration shown them by
the hostesses who "broke the ice"
and helped them become acquainted
with their associate co-eds.

mainder of the evening was spent
in-no we won't tell you, you should
have come and seen for yourself.
The seniors take this opportunity
to gratefully acknowledge the kind
assistance given them by Mrs.
Clausen, Mrs. Creager, and Emma
Shorten without whose help the
supper could not have been held.
Thanks a million-we appreciate it.
From authoritative sources we
learn that the Athenaeum Society
held its first meeting some weeks
ago on one certain Thursday night.
Following the business session, the
frosh were introduced to the rest of
the student body and the evening's
entertainment was climaxed by
lunch served under the convenership of the Junior and Soph co-eds.
It was claimed, moreover, that a
good time was had by all (including the gallants who helped with
the dishes).
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Helen Nairn bought some College
stationery-"and it's just for special
occasions," she says. Mt. Airy, perhaps?
Luella has earned for herself the
distinctive title "Friend of all
Frosh"...-we wonder why?

I

Miss _Lake's theme song: There's
somethmg about a soldier that is
fine, fine, fine, etc. We agree, especially if he is a Grand Young chap
who belongs to the C.O.T.C. in London.

Johnny of the tuck-shop is going
to be fooled, too, if we know anything. Is it policy to issue special
invitations to the wiener roast to
fine Christian ,seniors? But Elsa had
a perfect right to celebrate her suecess in the special exams she wrote,
now, didn't she?
For special doings of the fresh-
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would you say, L.L.? Those
12:40 Athenaeum executive meetings must be unusually interesting
to cause such a rush at dinner-time.

We notice that Ralph is back to ettes watch your next issue of the
his old tricks again, full-knee bends, Cord.
and such like. The freshettes will
soon catch on to his winning ways-, FLASH! Two of our co-eds, Jean
if only his team could adopt a few Kellerman and Gertrude Dober are
of them.
sporting new rings. We cannot understand how they have kept it
The co-eds are improving _in their quiet so long.
appreciation of fine art since one of
our kind seniors, Esther Tegler, h:as
furnished Room 202 with several
Compliments of
beautiful paintings. Thank you, Esther. Your generosity is gratefully
acknowledged.

The senior co-eds revived a Waterloo tradition when they entertained their fellow co-eds at a supper party in honor of the freshettes.
The "quasi"-banquet was held in
the reading room of the College, and
the special guests for the occasion
were Mrs. Clausen, Miss Haug and
Miss Twietmeyer. Following the
If seasick means sick of the sea,
supper the co-eds were invited to
does lovesick mean sick of love?
Ilse Aksim's home where the re-

C.C.M. Bicycles - Sporting Goods

I What

your local newspaper.

I

R. S. McPhail
Cor. King and William Sts.
Waterloo

So Dot Whitney thinks she can
stay out of the column, does she?
And then there was the wiener Bob Wilson will answer that, at least
roast-for further details consult he has made a brave beginning.
Bob Wilson, Wallie Mink or see

The first badminton game of the
season was almost played one day
last week, but a postponement was
necessary because Elsa and Claire
could not find the net and the birds.
Any information as to the whereabouts
of these rather essential
properties would be greatly weicorned.
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ENGLAND AND GERMANY

ships , a yard long, canoes, electrical
devices of all kinds, to the intense
"The Northerner"
annoyance of the family cat, who
The common German man is not found his milk electrified.
so much interested in politics as the
- by Herbert Maryon.
English. The reason for this is probably that in the whole history of
THE TOWN MARKET
Germany he had only a say in the
government of his own people for
(Acta Ridleiand)
the minute period of ten years. The
It is market day. Along the dusty,
average German had therefore no white stretch of road that weaves in
chance to be educated in politics and and out among the farms and orchmake his will the will of the nation ards of the countryside, come the
which is now ruled by the ideas of a farmers and peasants, bringing their
few people who happen to make an produce to market. They come ratexception to the rule and be individ- tling along in ancient hay-wagons
ualists in the field of politics.
and dilapidated buggies. Here and
, there a man walks by the siQ.e of the
Adolph in Blunderland
road, carrying what little he has' to
sell in baskets slung over his under(The Manitoban)
nourished shoulders.
The Comrade and the Housepainter
When they arrive -in towri there is
Were walking close at hand;
a hurrying and scurrying of feet as
They wept like anything to see
those who have stalls put them up,
The Poles with so much land:
and those who have not go into the
"If this were only divided up,n
inn to gossip over the cooling glass
They said, "It would be grand!"
of foaming ale
The town-square has now been
"If six brigades with hand grenades transferred into a sea of wagons,
Charge Poland from the rear,
carts and shouting vendors. One has
Do you suppose," the Comrade said, to watch his step for fear of treadtng
"That they could take it clear?" upon one of the many peasant wom"Let's chance it!" said the House- en who are sitting on the ground in
painter,
the midst of their wares.
And gave a lusty cheer.
Dusk comes on and the sun, a
flaming ball of red fire; sinks into the
"0 Poland, come and walk with us!" west, horses are hitched to carts and
Der Fuehrer did implore.
wagons, and the farmers set out for
"A pleasant talk, a pleasant walk, home, singing songs or exchanging
Along the Corridor:
the gossip of the day.
And we will see what can be done
As we leave the quaint little town,
Without declaring war.
with its picturesque peasants and
the cries of the vendors, we begin to
"Now Danzig," the Housepainter said wonder if the clean, wholesome life
"Is what we chiefly need:
of the country is not a better life for
Upper Silesia besides
man than the dirty, smoky, teeming
Is very good indeed life of the city.
So if you're ready, Comrade dear,
-by T. S. Disher.
We can satisfy our greed."
"But not on us!" the Poles replied,
"We're wise to both of you.
It's long been evident to us
What you would like to do."'
"I cannot see," the Comrade said,
"Why you should take that view."
"It was so kind of Nev. to sue
For peace at .any price,"
The Housepaint~r said nothing but
"I Want anoth~r slice.
Danken Gott fuer Chamberlain
His policy is nice!"

"I weep for Poland," Josef said,
"I deeply sympathize."
With sobs and tears he sorted land
Despite indignant cries,
Holding his scarlet bandana
Before his streaming eyes.
"Ah! Nazi friends," the Comrade said
"Now that this deed is done
You'll fight in vain for the Ukraine"
But answer came there none;
And this was scarcely odd because
He'd Eden everyone.
-by Earle Beattie.
(The Northerner, King's College,
N ewcastle-on-Tyne)
At Sixty-Five
I remember the "safety" bicycle
with its seven-eighths solid tyres.
Ninety miles for a day's ride was
my limit on that machine; it weighed
fifty-six pounds, and roads were
not billiard tables then. I think that
we had more home hobbies than lads
have nowadays. We made model engines; tin torpedo boats with clockwork or steam engines, full-rigged

CORD

to be the popular choice for evening
and day wear. Every type of silk
velvet will be worn in the evening,
from crystal velvet to stiff Lyons
velvet. Much black cotton velvet
will be worn during the day. Jersey
was stressed by all the French couture - the classic wool jersey, the
sheer chiffon wool jersey and the
gorgeous gauze-like silk jersey - as
being particularly effective.

Middlers-M. Stockman, A. Conrad.
Seniors-E. Dietsche, A. Schweit·
zer, H. Berner.
Mr. Paul Eydt, recent graduate of
the Seminary, is studying at Mt
Airy Seminary, Philadelphia, this
year.

Students Paul Eydt and Homer
Berner spent the summer months in
survey work for the Board of Am·
erican Missions. Much of their work
was among the Finnish Lutherans
SEMINARY OPENING
of the Sudbury and Saulte Ste. Marie
Choosing as his text Colossians districts.
3:2, "Set your affection on things
above, not on things on the earth,"
Dr. F. B. Clausen officially opened
W. N. JONES, Mgr,
the Seminary for the year 1939-40.
Opposite the Capitol
Dr. Clausen stressed at the outset
LIGHT LUNCHES
the value of personality. He explainAFTER THEATRE SUPPERS
ed that there are two aspects of the
Christian personality, namely negative and positive. It is only the posiFor Qualit11 Hardware
tive side, however, that is of use to
the Christian. Man must rise again
unto Christ in a new being. Dr.
Clausen concluded his sermon by
Wholesale and Retail
admonishing the students to look up
PHONE
3000- KITCHENU
to Christ in humility and obedience.
Anyone who has looked into the face
of Christ can never be in love again
In
with things of the earth, he concludKitchener
r C.
ed.
It's
The liturgy was conducted by
Student Homer Berner.
For
Quite a number of pastors from
Men's Wear
the surrounding district were prese!'!t as well as Dr. Arthur Knudson
of Chicago and Dr. S. Nicholas of
Philadelphia. Dr. Nicholas addressed
the student body briefly after the
service.

THE GRILL

SPOHN
Jim Spohn again won the boys'
championship of the Waterloo College Field and Track meet held at
the college campus, Seagram Memorial Field last Thursday. He placed
first in seven events to score a total
of 21 points. Herbert Brennan was
second with 14 points.
Spohn, a brother of Miss Elizabeth Spohn, who was leading athlete among the co-eds during her
attendance at the college a few
years ago, won the championship
last year, his first college year. Four

Weber Hardware
Co. Ltd.
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~

The
Dominion Life

Assurance Company

Head Oftice - Waterloo, Ont.
May we introduce to you our new
Juniors for this year. They are A.
LIFE INSURAN'CE and
Baetz, F. Neudoerffer, C. Monk and
ANNUITIES
H
.
Nuhn.
PARIS OPENINGS
In order to refresh our readers'
EARL PUTNAM
(Manitoban)
memories after the long summer
And A..sociates
By NANCY SPALDING
vacation, here are the other students
HOME OFFICE AGENCY
This year as never before you will of the Seminary:
be able to dress according to type,
and glory in it. Paris day skirts have
the widest range in years. You have
the choice of the hoop, hobble, bar"Affiliate yourself with Waterloo Tradition"
rel, peg-top, cigarette, flared, draped, or pleated silhouette. Schiaparelli makes her evening skirts cigarette-slim, and pulls them up in
the back; Lavin loops soft drapery
at the hips in the pre-war manner;
Affiliated Since 1925 With
Balenciaga pads hips and widens
University of Western Ontario
skirts in the proud Spanish Infanta
manner; nearly everyone concocts
bustles in some m anner or other,
OFFERS
while Schiaparelli turns under many
a hem in the Turkish manner.
The General Arts Course
Something new and totally difearning the Pass B.A. Degree
ferent is the introduction of the
half-and-half look. It may mean that
and
your jacket si half fur, half fabric.
Perhaps, like Schiaparelli's jacket,
Honour Course earning the
it will have a Persian lamb front
Honour B.A. and Specialists'
with a blue wool bacK. It may mean
Standing
that your evening dress is startlingly
beautiful with its white front and
lead-grey back, as the dress Alix
A good education at the most nominal financial cost
designed for the Paris openings. It
may mean that your dress ts half one
fabric, half another, as is Chanel's
For Calendar and other information address the Registrar
creation in lace and net. In any and
all of its meaning, it adds up to a
Theological Courses For Divinity Students
totally new effect.
A word about fabrics. Velvets are
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Jim Spohn again won the boys'
championship of the Waterloo College Field and Track meet held at
the college campus, Seagram Memorial Field last Thursday. He placed
first in seven events to score a total
of 21 points. Herbert Brennan was
second with 14 points.
Spohn, a brother of Miss Elizabeth Spohn, who was leading athlete among the co-eds during her
attendance at . the college a few
years ago, won the championship
last year, his first college year. Four
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'ship two years in a row. This year,
several of last year's stars are missing, but it is hoped that replacements from last year's substitute
squad will fill the shoes of those
who graduated. Chances for making
it three championships in a row are
very good.
The team, by its record, is worthy
of the support of the College students. Come down to the "Y" and
watch your team play every Saturday from now on. A little moral supp'ort will give the players a real incentive to win.

fall. Perhaps it's just as well. Think
results! . .. Seriously,
we do want more girls out to basketball practice. If we can't get more
The boys' basketball team begins than ten girls out I'm afraid we will
just be wasting Ralph's time. And
its defence of the Twin City Bas- remember, the first game is early
ketball League championship with next month.
a game against the K-W Collegiate.
It will take place at the Kitchener
Y.M.C.A. Saturday, Oct. 14 at 8
o'clock.
Visit Our Store
The Waterloo team won handily
7 City Hall Square
from K-W Collegiate by a score of
Musical Instruments, Radios
23-10. It was a typical early-season
Sheet Music of all Descriptions
game, with ragged play at times.
Fred N eudoerffer provided all the
scoring punch in the first half and
in the second Baetz accounted for
most of the baskets. F r eddy scored
MEN'S WEAR SHOP
nine points, and Al san k fou r field
goals for eight points. McTaggart, 84 King St. S.
Phone 804
Thurlow and Spohn accou nted for
WATERLOO
the remaining six points.
The team has won the championCOLLEGE FEATURES START
WITH WIN

OFFERS

Honour Course earnin g the
Honour B.A. and Specialists'
Standing
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established by Miss Spohn 1 tance, 8 feet, 65/s inches.
in 1933 and 1934 still stand.
Running broad jump-1. Spohn;
TWO RECORDS FALL
2. McTaggart; 3. Brennan. Distance
Miss Mary Fischer, junior girls' 18 feet, 1 inch.
golfing champion, won the girls'
Running hop, step and jump-1.
championship of the college· meet Spohn; 2· Brennan; 3· Wilson. Diswith a score of 16 points. Miss Nora tance, 36 feet, 1 inch.
Eagar placed second with 11 points.
Running high jump-1-· Spohn; 2 ·
Miss Fischer scored two firsts and Art Moyer; 3· Wilson. Height, 5 feet,
five seconds. ).V[iss Eagar had three 2 inches.
firsts and two thirds. Miss Anne
Javelin throw 1. Spohn; 2.
Kuntz won two events and Miss Moyer;. 3. Robert Eby. Distance, 124
SPORT AS WE SEE IT
Dorothy Whitney one.
feet, 3 mches.
_ __
Two new records were establishDiscuss throw-1. McTaggart; 2 ·
The cold and rain didn't stop
ed, both in the boys' events and1both Brennan; 3· Dave Dooley. Distance Mary Fischer from coming through
by AI McTaggart. He extended the 106 feet, 7 inches. New record. For- with 16 points to win the girls'
record for the discus throw to 106 mer record of 103 feet, 9 % inches championship at the field and track
feet, seven inches The former re- established by Paul Barkovitz in ·h leet last Thursday. Congratulations,
cord of 103 feet, nine and one-half 1936·
Mary . . . There were no records
inches had be.e n established. by Paul
Shot put-1.. McTaggart; 2· E~y; broken by the gi;ls this year, but
Markovitz in 1936.
He also ex- 3· Brennan. Distance, 50 feet, 3 m- we did manage to break several.
tended the shot put record from 47 ches. New rec.ord. Former record of
It seems that some of the girls infeet to 50 feet three inches. The 47 f~et established by Arnold Con- sisted on taking a little rest on the
record of 47 feet had been set by rad m 1937·
way over the bar ... Pfeiffer Primus,
Arnold Conrad in 1937.
Girls' Events
we noticed took up his stand by the
The meet was conducted by
100-yard dash-1. Nora Eagar; 2. pit, while the high-jump was in proRalph Tailby and Miss Elsa Chris- Mary Fischer; 3. Mary Pope. Time gress and was on hand to rescue
tiansen, boys' and girls' physical 14 1-10.
lise Mosig who almost came to
training instructors. Results were as
Standing broad jump-1 Fischer; grief ... Johnny, we're afraid you're
follows:
2. Dorothy Whitney; 3. Eagar. Dis- not an opportunist. We would have
Boys' Events
tance, 6 feet, 2% inches.
welcomed a hot drink on Thursday
100-yard dash-1. Herbert BrenRunning broad jump-1. Eagar; 2. . . . Before the meet we spotted
nant; 2. Robert Wilson; 3. Jack Koeh- Fischer; 3. Lottie Kellerman. Dis- Pfeiffer Secundus tearing around
ler. Time, 11.5 seconds.
tance, 11 feet, 10Vz inches.
the field at a great rate, for no ap220-yard dash-1. Brennan; 2. RoRunning high jump-1. Fischer; 2. parent reason. He seemed in deadly
land Merner; 3. Wilson. Time 29.3 Whitney; 3. Eagar. Height 3 feet, 9 earnest about it, too. We are still
seconds.
inches.
wondering . . . Not Wishing to
440-yard run-1. Jim Spohn; 2.
Running hop, step and jump-1. change the subject, may we suggest
Merner; 3. Brennan. Time 1.04 1-5. Eagar; 2. Fischer; 3. lise Mosig. Dis- that the gentlemen of the gallery,
880-yard run-1. Spohn; 2. Koeh- tance, 25 feet, 5 inches.
who seem to take such a delight in
Ier; 3. Charles Green. Time, 2.30.
Shot put-1. Anne Kuntz; 2. Whit- indulging in horselaughter at the
Standing broad jump-1. Spohn; ney; 3. Luella Preuss. Distance 22 expense of those of us who are try2. Al McTaggart; 3. Brennan. Dis- feet, 7 inches.
ing to make the basketball team,
Softball throw - 1. Whitney; 2. might be well advised to find their
Fischer; 3. Preuss. Distance, 111 feet. amusement elsewhere. And we do
Javelin throw-1. Kuntz; 2. Fisch- mean you, Mr. Blinkhorn! . . . The
er; 3. Helen Nairn. Distance, 5 feet, powers that be have decreed that
we will not make our annual excurs· h
3 mc
es.
ion to the track meet in London this
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Continued from page four
profitable summer in Europe, for
she attended the World Christian
Youth Conference in Amsterdam.
Strange as it may seem, she found
some · parts of Europe undisturbed
by war threats. Of course they were
the Scandinavian countries.
Paul Eidt '36 is pursuing postgraduate studlies at Mt. Airy Seminary. Ambitions, n'est-ce pas?

Of the class of '37 Grace Schmidt
and Fred Oliver are both on the Kitchener Public Schools' staff at Westmount and Victoria respectively.
Walter Ziegler learned some very
practical French at summer school
in Quebec, and is turning out firstclass French students at Millbrook.
Mildred Towonen is teaching at
Sault Ste. Marie Collegiate. Hope
you can keep warm up there Mintie!- We hear that Earl Treusch has
just received a call to the Milverton
parish. No further information available.
A note of romance is added to our
news by the weddings of Peggy
Conrad '37 and Mary Tait '38. Peggy's husband, Waldemar Neufeld,
is a very old friend of the College,
i.e. he attended when it was still a
prep-school. Mary also married a
former student of Waterloo College,
Keith MacDonald. Surprising how
they stick together, isn't it?
Max Magee '38 has settled down
in the Hanover High School. We
think he teaches music. Connie
Schmidt was also ambitious enougl'l
to go to French summer school in
Quebec. Julius Zeller graces our
Kitchener Collegiate.
(Don't tell
any;body, but all the girls are in love
with him).
Of the class of '39 a number are
still with us in the Seminary, Alvin
Baetz, Clifton 'Oscar' Monk, Henry
Nuhn, Freddie Neudoerffer.
Mary Fletch, Elaine Smith, Nels
Alles and Laurant Reichart are pUtting up a brave fight at O.C.E . Grace
Bowers '36 has joined them in the
worthy cause.
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THE REVOLT OF THE "BOSH" in rather late after a show prepared
to write an essay, my room was a
Continued from page one
trifle disordered. My bed and: light
under the water. As Stockman had ·bulb had disappeared for the night,
suggested in morning chapel, we about eight chairs belonging to othobeyed them that had the rule over er freshmen whose rooms had also
us and submitted ourselves. It is true, been "wrecked" by "nobody" were
though, that after asking McTaggart piled before a dresser, bedding was
if they might tub him, one of them in all corners of the room, and my
suggested: he take off his pyjamas. wastepaper basket full of apple cores
No doubt he is these "furiously fight- initiation garb, cigarette boxes and
ing freshmen" that Mr. Blinkhorn heaven knows what was emptied
speaks of.
and the contents gaily strewn on the
Blink also told The Record that floor. Still, none of the sophs admit
the freshettes were prevailed upon doing it, so it must have been mice
to wear their garb Wednesday night. or something, anyway, it doesn't
Maybe the frosh and soph girls just count as part of initiation. So you
painted each other with lipstick Fri- see, we really got off easy.
day afternoon for the fun of it. MayThen, on Tuesday night of the
be! However, Friday night it was all next week, junior school and frosh
over with no casualties and both kissed and made up at a big house
sides feeling they were the winners. party at Whitney's. Here all those
It is true, Friday night, when I got monster insults of the week before
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If you wish to save money for a specific
purpose there is no better way to do so than
through a Mutual Life Endowment policy which
will become payable to you in ten, fifteen or
twenty years. While saving you will share in the
Company's earnings and your dependents will
be protected. Particulars of policies will be furnished gladly by any Mutual Life representative,
or by our Head Office.

Bob Tegler is taking a course in
Business Administration at Western.
Jack H arper is planning on a
Chartered Accountancy course at
Toronto.
Ralph Tailby is w orking in his
father 's office ,
and we see him
around the odd afternoon or evening w h en he gives u s those env igorating d r ills - or do they make
you stiff?
B etty S mith and Florence Wilkinson are applying themselves diligently to sh orth and and typing at Euler's.
W e hear that S ally Schmidt intends
to join them .
Elv a Wildfon g i s at Stratford practising to teach the little darlings
t heir A.B.C.'s. W e miss you terribly
Elva, it's so quiet in the girls' room.
That's a ll, folks, we'll give you
some m ore gossip next month.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
Assurance Company
OF CANADA
Head office, Est. 1869
Kitch ener Office -

W at erloo, Ontario.
Telephone 3311

119 King West

were forgotten as frosh and upp~r
classmen danced and played cards
together and drowned their differences in "cokes" and hot dogs.
THE BEE
I readily confess that, as a man
who has read the Georgics only once,
(and even then without much understanding I am afraid) I am perhaps
overb6lld in attempting an essay upon the bee.
Thoughtful men in every country
and age have unfailingly contributed
their quotas of admiration for the
remarkable social and industrial organization of the bee colony.
The bee has always played the
dual role of provider and teacher.
His busy industry supplies us with
honey - the sweetener and beeswax
- the illuminator.
Moreover, the sociologist's dream
of the ultimate in human social cooperation has its realization in the
orderly life of the bee-hive. Each
member of the colony has an app ointed task which he does without
question and, in the execution of
which, he makes a definite contribution to the welfare of the whole
group.
To the bee the problem of living
is simple, and, accordingly he tack·
les it with a determination and sin·
gleness of purpose that make him
the marvellous social being he is.
Death - the inexplicable force that
robs him of consciousness, animation
and comradeship - is recognized by
the bee as both a personal and a social enemy. His only method for
countering its evil purposes, the ultimate extinction of his race, is to go
on creating life and more life as rapidly and prodigally as possible.
To the end that this process may
be most efficiently furthered, the
bee has organized his community
life so as definitely to enhance the
survival chances of all those within
the colony.
The religion of the bee is life.
He has not been able, as has man,
to theologize himself into a condition
where the contemplation of death
and eternity has become his guiding
principle of conduct. The bee evaluates life on a "here and now" baSIS.
And so h e worships and guards his
queen - the futile repository of all
h is h op es in th e future. He cares for
the y oung and raises them carefully
to adult vigor. Even the clumsy drone
is tolerated within the community
until he has d one his part in furthering the reproduction of more life.
The bee's marvellous understanding of his "raison d'etre' - the perpetuation of as much life as possible
so as effectively to defy the en·
croachment of death-has resulted in
his eminently pr actical measures for
the equ al division of labor, a noprofit prod uction of necessities.
T h ese are t he things that have
made the bee colony a perfect model
for that k ingdom upon earth toward
w hich m ankind looks with hungry,
eager eyes.
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Dr. Jefferis Addr

Athe

Greek Classics Simplified ! H
By English Wit

I

On Thursday, November 16, P rofessor J efferis of the Classics d epartment l ectured to the A thenaeum Society. I think he made the most humorous speech I have ever heard. Everyone I asked said th at it was the ~
best A thenaeum in his time.
~~
This is saying a good deal for the
.
lecture, b ecause the success or fail - ';)
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ure of m ost Athenaeums depends
upon whether lunch is served or not.
For a meeting to be so successfu l
withou t a lunch therefore, is an even
greater trib ute to pay to the professor. After hearing Prof. Jefferis address, I sh ould say that t h ere are
now f our great E nglish hum orists:
Yeatman and Sellar, (1066 and all
that) , P . G . Wodehouse, <Leave it to
Pemit h , J eaves, etc) and now J . J .
Jefferis, (T antalus).
I asked several students, anybody
wh o wo uld listen to me, in fact,
··wen , how do I write this thing up?"
The only definite reply came from
Blinkhorn who said, "I don't know,
but g ive it plenty of space. It deser ves it." This was not m u ch h elp.
H er e I am then , filling up space,
trying to tell you why the society left
th e gym with its (or their) sides split.
Those who were at the meeting will
rot b ot h er reading this p unk attempt, the rest will h ave stopped
r eading su ch drivel by now anyway,
but, f or E ditor Blinkh orn and proof
read ers, I shall have to go ahead.
"This," said P rofessor J efferis, "is
the age of the L azy L istener." As far
as h e w as concerned, this b usiness
of having speakers at the Athenaeum
was fin al proof of this. In his case,
as he h ad the oppor tu nity of lecturing to studen ts only sixteen tim es
a week, Winh old h ad felt, as is logical, that such a m an should have
Continued on Page 8
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